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Display Description 
 
 
The Rare Disease Week book display in Cooper Library aims to highlight the history, stories, and 
impact of rare diseases. This display seeks to demonstrate the many types of rare diseases in the 
world, the foundational research texts behind disease identification and epidemiology, and the ways 
that communities can help support individuals living with a rare disease.  
 
The European Organisation for Rare Diseases, a non-governmental organization, organizes a yearly 
Rare Disease Day that is celebrated worldwide. This book display is timed to end with Rare Disease 
Day on February 29, 2020. The website https://www.rarediseaseday.org/ contains more information 
on this day of celebration, and the many ways individuals can get involved.  
 
This book list is divided into two sections. The first section includes the bibliography of materials 
that were put on display in Cooper Library during the Rare Disease Week display from February 24-
29, 2020. The second section is a bibliography of suggested additional titles for library collections to 
acquire to adequately represent the scope and experiences of rare diseases. Many thanks to Laura 
Stanley for her help creating this list of titles.  
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